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relevant childhood behaviors and drug exposure
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Leamona, and Carter Cameron, MDa,b

aDepartment of Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences, University of California, Davis, 2230
Stockton Blvd, Sacramento, CA 95817
bImaging Research Center, University of California, Davis, 4701 X Street, Sacramento, CA 95817
cDepartment of Public Health Sciences, Division of Biostatistics, University of California Davis,
One Shields Avenue, Davis, CA 95616

Abstract
The goal of this study was to extend our previous research that reported a significant association
between Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD)-relevant childhood behaviors and the
frequency of methamphetamine (MA)-induced psychotic symptoms in an expanded sample. 190
participants who met DSM-IV criteria for MA dependence were administered the
Methamphetamine Experience Questionnaire that assessed MA-induced psychosis. Data related to
MA exposure, comorbid drug use, education, familial psychiatric history and assessments of
ADHD-relevant childhood behaviors as measured by the Wender Utah Rating Scale (WURS)
were collected. Although WURS scores did not differ between 145 MAP+ and 45 MAP-subjects,
MAP+ subjects with higher WURS scores were significantly more likely to report more frequent
psychosis. Although mean daily MA dosage did not differ between the MAP+ and MAP- subjects,
MAP+ who consumed larger doses of MA were significantly more likely to experience frequent
psychosis. These data suggest that ADHD-relevant childhood behaviors may interact with MA
exposure to reflect a neurobiological vulnerability related to the emergence of frequent MA-
induced psychotic symptoms. These results may elucidate factors that contribute to the psychiatric
sequelae of MA abuse.
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1. Introduction
Worldwide use of methamphetamine (MA) is now estimated to be at 51 million users
(Roehr, 2005; Degenhardt et al.,2008; Nations, 2008, 2009), with global abuse of amph/
methamphetamines now surpassing that of cocaine and opiates combined (United Nations,
2009).Approximately 5% of the adult population in the United States has used MA on at
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least one occasion and Emergency Department admissions related to MA use have doubled
during the period of 1994 to 2002 (SAMSHA, 2004). A subset of individuals who
chronically abuse MA also develop severe psychotic symptoms, which are often associated
with high levels of psychiatric hospitalization and serious social dysfunction (Sato, 1992;
Chen et al., 2003; Dore and Sweeting, 2006; McKetin et al., 2006; Pasic et al., 2007). In
2010, the nation's Drug Abuse Warning Network estimated that 66,308 drug-related
Emergency Department visits involved amphetamines and methamphetamine use
(SAMSHA, 2010) and that patients with MA-related psychotic disorders were 33% more
likely than patients with cocaine disorders to be transferred to the inpatient ward (Leamon et
al., 2002). The highly addictive nature of MA, as well as its ability to produce psychotic
symptoms, makes this drug a major public health concern in the 21st century (United
Nations, 2009).

Approximately 60% of MA abusers report a history of paranoia, delusions and
hallucinations while under the influence of the drug (Dore and Sweeting, 2006; McKetin et
al., 2006; Schuckit, 2006; Degenhardt et al., 2008; Salo et al., 2008). Early symptom
descriptions of psychosis induced by amphetamines that are still relevant today include the
following: 1) paranoid delusions with ideas of reference; 2) persecutory delusions; and 3)
auditory and visual hallucinations that occur in a state of clear consciousness (Connell,
1958). Although negative symptoms and thought disorder have also been reported following
long-term MA and amphetamine use, they are rare (Siomopoulos, 1976; Srisurapanont et al.,
2003). One large study of 309 MA users reported that after adjusting for comorbid
psychiatric disorders (e.g., schizophrenia), MA abusers were 13 times more likely to
develop psychotic symptoms compared to the general population (McKetin et al., 2006).
Two other studies also reported high prevalence rates of psychosis in MA abusers, with one
study reporting psychotic symptoms in 75% of their sample (Sato, 1992) and another
reporting auditory hallucinations and persecutory delusions in 44.6 and 22.8%, respectively
(Srisurapanont et al., 2003). Pre-morbid risk factors for MA psychosis include a familial
history of psychiatric illness and age of first MA use (Chen et al., 2005) as well as genetic
risk factors (Harano et al., 2004; Suzuki et al., 2006; Bousman et al., 2009).

Although it is well known that MA is highly neurotoxic to the brain, causing damage to
multiple transmitter systems (Ricaurte et al., 1984; Schmidt et al., 1985; Seiden and
Ricaurte, 1987; Axt and Molliver, 1991; Bowyer and Holson, 1995; Seiden and Sabol, 1996;
Davidson et al., 2001; Thompson et al., 2004; Meredith et al., 2005; Yamamoto and
Bankson, 2005; Quinton and Yamamoto, 2006), less is known about why MA abusers are at
increased risk for psychotic episodes.

Similarities between amph/methamphetamine induced psychosis and psychotic symptoms
associated with schizophrenia have long been observed (Angrist and Gershon, 1970; Angrist
et al., 1974). Studies that have administered large doses of amphetamine to non-
schizophrenia individuals reported symptoms similar to those observed in schizophrenia
patients including: delusions, hallucinations and to a lesser degree thought disorder (Angrist
et al., 1974). Acute amphetamine administration has also been reported to produce or
enhance psychotic symptoms in schizophrenia patients that are ineffective in non-substance-
using controls (Curran et al., 2004). Following amphetamine challenge in acutely ill
schizophrenia patients, increased dopamine release was observed within the striatum
(Laruelle et al., 1996; Laruelle et al., 1999; Abi-Dargham et al., 2003), with levels of
dopamine release correlating both with positive symptoms (Abi-Dargham et al., 2000) as
well as with response to dopamine blockers (Laruelle et al., 1999). Collectively these
findings suggest substantial overlap between schizophrenia psychosis and amph/
methamphetamine-induced psychosis.
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Different models have emerged to describe the mechanisms underlying drug-induced
psychoses (Buckley, 1998; Chambers et al., 2001). One model is that drug use alone can
cause psychosis. If this were true then one would expect 100% of MA users to experience
drug-induced psychosis after using this powerful stimulant drug and the facts simply do not
support this. Statistics across studies report that on average only about 60% of MA abusers
report a history of paranoia, delusions and hallucinations while under the influence of the
drug (Dore and Sweeting, 2006; McKetin et al., 2006; Schuckit, 2006; Degenhardt et al.,
2008; Salo et al., 2008). A second widely held model is a version of the “self medication
hypothesis”, which proposes that individuals with psychiatric disorders abuse substances to
alleviate adverse disease symptoms or medication side-effects” (Dalack et al., 1998). This
hypothesis has been disputed in recent years due to numerous factors: 1) the prevalence rate
of major psychiatric disorders (e.g., schizophrenia) has remained constant while the
incidence of substance abuse in these patients has increased exponentially (Chambers et al.,
2001); 2) drugs of abuse have wide ranging effects in psychiatric patients, some of which
alleviate symptoms and some that exacerbate them (DeQuardo et al., 1994; Addington and
Duchak, 1997); and 3) drug abuse often occurs before the onset of the disease (Berti, 1994).
A third model is the primary addiction hypothesis that proposes the existence of common
neural circuits underlying the neuropathology of both schizophrenia and addiction
(Chambers et al., 2001). These neural circuits include a dysregulation of a wide neural
network that involves mesolimbic dopamine in the nucleus accumbens along with cortical
and hippocampal inputs (Jentsch and Taylor, 1999). And finally, there is the stress-
vulnerability model that proposes that individuals who are at pre-existing risk for developing
psychosis, develop psychosis after using drugs (Bramness et al., 2012).

In the current study we sought to replicate and extend our previous research that reported a
significant association between Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) relevant
childhood behaviors as measured by the Wender Utah Rating Scale (WURS) and the
frequency of MA-induced psychotic symptoms in a small sample of 39 MA abusers (Salo et
al., 2008). Recent studies have documented a high-level of ADHD symptomatology in
stimulant-dependent individuals (Kaye et al., 2012), while other studies have also reported
increased WURS scores in chronic substance abusers (Clure et al., 1999; Lynskey and Hall,
2001; Matsumoto et al., 2005a; Matsumoto et al., 2005b), including individuals dependent
on methamphetamine (Simon et al., 2000) and cocaine (Boutros et al., 2002). However, this
is one of the first studies to link measures of ADHD-relevant childhood behaviors to MA-
induced psychoses.

The main goal of the current study was to examine whether the presence of MA psychosis
was associated with any risk factors (MAP+ vs. MAP- comparison) and conditional on
having MA psychosis, whether or not increased frequency of psychosis was associated with
any predictors. Furthermore, as cannabis use has been linked to non-substance induced
psychosis (Broome et al., 2005), we wanted to examine cannabis use patterns as well as the
prevalence of family history of psychiatric disorders in our sample.

2. Method
2.1. Participants

The MA-dependent subjects comprised 99 men and 91 women meeting criteria for lifetime
MA dependence according to DSM-IV criteria. Data from thirty nine of the subjects were
reported as part of our previous study (Salo et al., 2008). The MA abusers were recruited
from substance abuse treatment centers and residential housing programs in the Sacramento
area. Our study criteria required that our sample was/had: 1) MA abstinent at the time of
study; 2) no current or lifetime comorbid non-substance induced Axis I disorder; 3) free of
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any neurological medical issues. 3) no substance dependence (other than MA and nicotine)
within the past five years; and 4) no self-reported history of a seropositive test for HIV.

Among the 190 subjects, 91 were currently in treatment and 99 were in non-treatment
settings. It should be emphasized however that most of our sample had received structured
substance abuse treatment at some point in their addiction. All subjects had been drug
abstinent for a minimum period of three weeks (range 3 weeks to 10 years) by self report
and random urine drug screens performed at referring sites. All subjects were literate and
completed a standardized measure of verbal IQ (National Adult Reading Test; NART)
(Nelson, 1982). All subjects signed informed consent approved by the University of
California Davis Institutional Review Board and were paid a modest stipend for study
participation.

2.2. Assessments and semi-structured interviews
2.2.1. Structured clinical interview for DSM-IV—All participants were interviewed by
PhD level research personnel using the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV (SCID)
and a consensus diagnosis was obtained for each participant. The SCID was used as an
adjunctive measurement to assess the presence and frequency of psychotic episodes
associated with MA use.

2.2.2. Methamphetamine Experience Questionnaire—All participants were
interviewed using the Methamphetamine Experience Questionnaire (MEQ) which is an
interview based on the Cocaine Experience Questionnaire (Gelernter et al., 1994; Leamon et
al., 2010). The MEQ is designed to assess the lifetime frequency of psychotic episodes
associated with MA use, conditions in which psychotic episodes occur, as well as the
persistence of these symptoms.

Sample MEQ questions include:

1. How often have you had paranoid experiences while using methamphetamine,
using a 0 to 5 Likert Scale? (Where 0 is never and 5 is always)

2. Were you more likely to get paranoid when you used greater amounts of
methamphetamine?

2.2.3. Wender Utah Rating Scale (WURS)—All participants completed the WURS
which retrospectively assesses Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD)-relevant
childhood behaviors and symptoms in adults (Wender, 1985; Ward et al., 1993). The version
of the WURS used in the current study contained 25 items that assessed symptoms which
occurred between five and twelve years of age.

2.3. Statistical analyses
Statistical analyses were conducted using the SAS Institute SAS Version 9.3 (SAS Institute,
2002-2010) and included descriptive statistics for all categorical and continuous variables.
First, differences between MA users with (MAP+) and without (MAP-) a history of
psychosis were assessed using chi-squared test for the categorical variables, two sample t-
tests for the continuous variables that were normally distributed and nonparametric
Wilcoxon two-sample tests for those continuous variables that violated the assumption of
normality. Second, for the MAP+ users, proportional-odds models (McCullagh, 1980) were
used to examine the association between demographic and clinical characteristics and the
frequency of psychosis. These models can be thought of as an extension of the logistic
regression model for dichotomous dependent variables, allowing for more than two ordered
response categories and have the advantage of being able to capture information from the
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entire spectrum of psychosis (measured on an ordinal Likert scale). The odds ratio (OR) is
calculated for each cut-off across the frequency psychosis (for example, 1 versus 2-5, then
1-2 versus 2-5, and so on), and then a summary OR is calculated from the individual ORs,
under the assumption that the individual OR are constant for all categories. When the
testable proportional odds assumption is met, the odds ratio provided by the model does not
reflect a simple odds ratio, but rather an average across multiple thresholds of classification
of the outcome and can be interpreted as the odds of having “more frequent” psychosis
across the whole range of the psychosis. We first examined unadjusted models (with one
predictor at the time), followed by adjusted models to assess if the significant effect of the
predictors from the univariate analyses could be an artifact of confounding. The validity of
the proportional odds assumption was tested using Score tests and was deemed adequate for
all models.

3. Results
Table 1 presents summary measures (means and standard deviations for the continuous
variables and frequencies and percentages for the categorical ones) for all demographic and
clinical characteristics, stratified on the history of paranoia. Out of the 190 participants in
the sample, 145 (76%: 79 men and 66 women) reported symptoms associated with MA
psychosis that included paranoid delusions as well as visual, auditory and tactile
hallucinations (MAP+), and 45 (24%: 20 men, 25 women) did not (MAP-). The mean age in
the entire sample was 38 years (standard deviation = 8, range 19 – 55 years), with the
average participant having completed high school. The two groups did not differ
significantly in age, gender composition, education, years of parental education, estimates of
pre-morbid intelligence as assessed by the NART (Nelson, 1982), or WURS scores (see
Table 1). An analysis of the methamphetamine use patterns revealed that on average the
MAP+ and MAP- subjects had similar ages of first use, duration of drug use, mean daily
MA dose consumed and months drug abstinent (see Table 1).

We had information on history of psychiatric illness in first-degree relatives from 98% of
our sample. Four subjects were adopted at an early age and thus were unable to provide
family history. In the whole MA abusers sample, 54 (28%) reported a family history of
psychiatric illness. The proportion of participants with a history of psychiatric illness was
31% in the MAP+ group and 21% in the MAP- group, but this difference did not reach
statistical significance (see Table 1).

3.1. Comorbid drug use
In any sample of illicit drug users it is common that most abusers will have used/abused
more than one drug during their lifetime. Among the 190 MA abusers, several met criteria
for lifetime, but not current, abuse/dependence for the following substances: Alcohol: 56%,
Cocaine: 26%; Cannabis: 76%, Tobacco: 83%. Of those who had lifetime comorbid
disorders, inclusion criteria required any that comorbid dependence on any substance (other
than tobacco) must have occurred more than 5 years prior to study. Comorbid abuse was
allowed if it did not occur within the past year. Median length of abstinence from the
comorbid drugs was: Alcohol: 8 years, Cocaine: 15 years, Cannabis: 5 years.

Comorbid drug use patterns were similar in the two groups, for alcohol and cocaine, as well
as tobacco use (see Table 1). Planned analysis between the MAP+ and the MAP-groups
revealed no difference in the proportion of abuse/dependence users, age of first cannabis
use, or years of cannabis use (see Table 1). There was however a difference in the
abstinence times, with MAP+ participants having longer cannabis abstinence than the MAP-
participants (p = 0.04, see Table 1).
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73% of the MAP+ subjects experienced both auditory and visual hallucinations, 17%
reported hallucinations in the visual modality only, 8% in the auditory modality only, and
2% reported delusions with no experience of hallucinations in either sensory modality. None
of the MAP- subjects had experienced delusions or hallucinations. Among the 145
participants with reported history of psychosis, 23 (16%) had the lowest frequency (1), 27
(19%) had frequency 2, 38 (26%) frequency 3, 33 (23%) frequency 4 and 24 (17%) reported
the highest levels (5).

Table 2 summarizes the results of the univariate unadjusted analyses (each predictor entered
the model by itself, without any adjustment for other variables) examining the associations
between demographic and clinical characteristics and the frequency of psychosis. Neither
gender nor any of the other demographic characteristics were associated with frequency of
psychosis in univariate analyses. Although WURS scores did not differ between the MAP+
and the MAP- subjects, MAP+ subjects with higher WURS scores were more likely to
report being in a category with more frequent psychosis (OR = 1.04, 95% CI 1.02 – 1.05, p
< 0.0001). There was a 4 percent increase in the odds of a more frequent psychosis per 1
point increase in WURS score. This interpretation holds across the entire range of psychosis
(from 1 to 5). Among the MA use variables, the mean daily MA dosage was associated with
frequency of psychosis. MA abusers who consumed larger quantities of MA on a daily basis
had higher likelihood of being in a more frequent psychosis category (OR = 1.61, 95% CI
1.17 – 2.20, p = 0.003). None of the comorbid drug use variables were associated with
frequency of psychosis, although there was a trend for the tobacco use and cannabis abuse/
dependence to be associated with higher frequency of psychosis (p = 0.08 and 0.06,
respectively) in unadjusted analyses. We then fitted an adjusted model in which the two
main predictors associated with frequency of psychosis in univariate analysis (WURS and
mean daily MA dosage) were included as predictors of the frequency of psychosis
simultaneously, to examine if they would be significant after controlling for the effect of the
other. The significance of WURS remained unchanged, but the coefficient for daily MA
dosage decreased (OR = 1.46, 95% CI 1.06 – 2.00, p = 0.02).

3.2. Gender differences
This dataset was well balanced on gender (males = 99; females = 91), thus we were in a
position to examine gender as a moderator of MA psychosis. Across the entire sample of
190 MA abusers, the males and females did not differ in age (Wilcoxon two-sample z =
1.26, p = 0.21), years of education (z = -0.37, p = 0.71), years of parental education (z =
-0.55, p = 0.58), or estimates of pre-morbid intelligence as assessed by the NART (t183 =
-0.01, p = 0.99). An examination of the drug use patterns revealed that male and female MA
abusers did not differ in duration of drug use (z = 0.96, p = 0.34), age of first use (z = 0.46, p
= 0.64), mean daily dose of MA consumed (z = -0.81, p = 0.42), or the number of months
for which they were MA abstinent at the time of study (z = -1.16, p = 0.25). No gender
differences among the MAP+ participants reached significance.

4. Discussion
The data in the current study extend our previous findings of a significant positive
correlation between frequency of MA-related psychotic episodes in the MAP+ subjects and
scores on the WURS, a scale that retrospectively measures childhood attention function and
hyperactivity (Salo et al., 2008). Although WURS scores did not differ between the MAP+
and the MAP- subjects, those MAP+ subjects who reported a higher lifetime frequency of
MA induced psychotic episodes were those with the highest WURS scores reflecting
ADHD-relevant childhood behaviors. In this new study we also examined mean daily MA
dose consumed and found that although the mean daily dose consumed did not differ
between the MAP+ and the MAP- subjects, among the MAP+ subjects there was a
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correlation between the amount of MA consumed and the frequency of MA psychotic
episodes. These results appear to be consistent with other published studies (Batki and
Harris, 2004; McKetin et al., 2013).

We did not replicate our previous finding that a familial history of psychiatric illness may
further increase the risk of developing MA-induced psychotic symptoms (Chen et al., 2005;
Salo et al., 2008). In this dataset, there was no statistically significant difference in either the
prevalence or the frequency of MA induced psychotic episodes between those 54 MA
Abusers with a family history of psychiatric illness, versus those who had no family history.
We also failed to detect gender differences related to psychosis in this sample. These
findings are inconsistent with others who have reported that MA dependent women were
more likely than their male counterparts to report experiencing various psychotic symptoms
(Mahoney et al., 2010). Additional studies in a larger community based sample are needed
to explore these issues further.

Within the context of existing models that propose frameworks relating drug use to
psychosis (Buckley, 1998; Chambers et al., 2001; Bramness et al., 2012), our results are
perhaps the most consistent with the stress-vulnerability model. Our data suggest there is a
degree of dose-response relationship between meth exposure and frequency of psychotic
symptoms among individuals vulnerable to psychosis and that a pre-existing history of
ADHD-relevant childhood behaviors is yet another contributing factor. If one accepts this
model that preexisting vulnerabilities put one at risk for developing MA-induced psychosis
then this can also explain why some individuals develop psychotic symptoms when exposed
to methamphetamine and others do not. However, the one issue that remains unresolved is
why WURS scores do not differ between the MAP+ and MAP- subjects. One explanation
might be that early attention problems represent only one of several factors that predispose
individuals to MAP and that although ADHD-relevant childhood behaviors may contribute
to the severity (i.e., frequency) of psychotic episodes experienced, it is not a sufficient factor
on its own to produce the symptoms.

As recent epidemiological studies have shown that early substance use (i.e., cannabis)
among individuals who are at genetic risk may increase the likelihood of developing
psychotic symptoms in adulthood (Luzi et al., 2008; Di Forti et al., 2009; Fisher et al., 2009;
Smith et al., 2009; Barkus and Murray, 2010; Mazzoncini et al., 2010; Stilo and Murray,
2010; Casadio et al., 2011; Paparelli et al., 2011; Donoghue et al., 2012), we also examined
the contribution of comorbid drug use to MA psychosis, specifically cannabis. In this data
set the prevalence of cannabis use did not differ between the MAP+ and MAP-subjects and
there was no significant relationship between the frequency of MA psychosis and the age at
which they first used cannabis. There was however a statistical trend towards increased
frequency of MA-induced psychotic episodes among those MAP+ subjects with a history of
cannabis use. However, as the MAP+ participants had longer cannabis abstinence than the
MAP- participants, it is unclear how strong the relationship is between cannabis use and
psychosis in this sample. A recent meta-analysis of studies that examined the role of
cannabis use on psychosis suggests that the reported link between cannabis use and
psychotic symptoms is inconsistent (Zammit et al., 2008).

Although MA exposure does not appear to differ between the MAP+ and the MAP- subjects,
mean daily lifetime dosage does appear to correlate with the frequency of which the
psychotic symptom occurs. This might suggest that pharmacological exposure alone may
not be the sole factor that produces MA psychosis, but might interact with other factors that
contribute to an increased frequency of psychotic symptoms. If MA exposure alone were
sufficient to produce MAP, then why do approximately 40% of chronic MA abusers never
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experience MA-induced psychotic episodes? This paradox points to the need to search for
other factors.

Although genetic risk factors clearly play a role (Bousman et al., 2009), further studies are
needed to determine if the development and recurrence of MA psychosis is linked to
abnormal brain function in regions such as the prefrontal and temporal cortices, both of
which are often implicated in the emergence of non-substance induced psychotic symptoms
(e.g., schizophrenia) (Fusar-Poli et al., 2011a; Fusar-Poli et al., 2011b; Fusar-Poli et al.,
2012). ADHD is associated with dysfunction in cortical circuits supporting attention and
executive function including frontal parietal attentional networks and the anterior cingulate
cortex. These circuits are also disrupted in MA abusing individuals. In rodent models
(Pycock et al., 1980), as well as in individuals with schizophrenia, impaired prefrontal
function is associated with increased dopamine release in the striatum (Tost et al., 2010) and
excessive DA release in the striatum in schizophrenia is associated with clinical symptoms
of psychosis (Laruelle et al., 1999; Abi-Dargham et al., 2000). In the context of this
literature the present results suggest that childhood ADHD, with its associated deficits on
cortical attention circuitry that persists throughout adolescence and into adulthood, may
render MA abusing individuals more vulnerable to psychosis by limiting their ability to
modulate excessive sub-cortical dopamine release. Future studies comparing the function of
the neural circuitry modulating attention and the function of sub-cortical dopamine system
will enable a test of these hypotheses and inform potential treatments (Grelotti et al., 2010).

4.1. Limitations
There are several limitations with the use of retrospective measures, especially in clinical
populations. They include but are not limited to: 1) memory impairments; 2) report bias; and
3) subjective nature of the instrument. It is possible that a subgroup of MA abusers may
have overestimated both psychotic symptoms and ADHD-relevant childhood behaviors in
childhood, and others may underestimated them. Such response patterns could explain the
correlations observed in the present study. It is also possible that substance abusers may be
limited in their ability to accurately recollect childhood attention behaviors. Although we
believe that such a recollection bias is unlikely to have played a role in our results, such
concerns can be addressed by future studies designed specifically to control for such
confounds. If such a bias would be present, it is unclear why it would manifest in a unique
correlation with severity of psychosis and not with the other self-report variables that were
measured.

As our participants were recruited from treatment and residential housing programs, it may
limit the generalizability of our findings to the entire community of individuals with
methamphetamine dependence. Finally, although the correlational patterns reported within
the current study cannot imply causality, the data nonetheless reveal an interesting
relationship between both the quantity of MA consumed and measures of early attention/
hyperactivity and the emergence of frequent psychotic episodes in individuals who abuse
MA heavily in adulthood and reach criteria for dependence.

4.2. Conclusion
The results suggest the existence of possible behavioral markers reflecting an early cognitive
vulnerability to the development of frequent MA-induced psychotic symptoms. These
behavioral markers may interact with drug exposure in individuals with other pre-existing
genetic and cortical vulnerabilities. Understanding and identifying these cortical risk factors
for MA psychosis will provide insight into the general mechanisms of psychosis as well as
serve as a foundation to detect MAP susceptibility and the development of targeted clinical
interventions.
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Figure 1.
Association between Wender Utah Rating Scale of childhood attention and
methamphetamine daily dose with frequency of psychosis measured on a Likert scale. Box
plots define the values for median, range, 25th and 75th percentiles. Means are represented
by filled circles. The proportional odds model was used to calculate the odds (OR) of
developing more frequent psychosis for higher Wender Utah scores (OR = 1.04, p < 0.0001)
and larger methamphetamine daily dose (OR = 1.61, p = 0.003), respectively.
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Table 1
Summary of the demographic and clinical characteristics of the methamphetamine
abusers withpsychosis (MAP+) and without psychosis (MAP-)

MAP+
(n = 145)

MAP-
(n = 45)

Test Statistic p-value

Demographic Characteristics

Age 37.6 (8.2) 37.7 (8.4) z = -0.06 0.95

Females 66 (46%) 25 (56%) χ2 = 1.39 0.24

Education (years) 12.2 (2.0) 12.6 (1.8) z = 1.30 0.20

Parental Education (years)1 13.0 (2.6) 13.2 (2.9) z = 0.46 0.65

NART2 105.6 (5.6) 107.3 (6.4) t183 = 1.71 0.09

Family History of Psychiatric Disorder3 45 (31%) 9 (21%) χ2 = 1.78 0.18

Clinical Characteristics

WURS score1 64.9 (21.8) 59.4 (20.7) z = -1.41 0.16

Methamphetamine use

 Age of first use 18.8 (6.0) 18.8 (6.1) z = -0.11 0.91

 Years of use 14.1 (6.7) 14.2 (7.2) z = 0.06 0.95

 Mean Dose (g) 1.3 (1.0) 1.2 (0.9) z = -1.17 0.24

 Months Abstinent 18.2 (24.2) 14.5 (23.0) z = -1.72 0.09

Alcohol use

 Alcohol Abuse/Dependence 81 (56%) 26 (58%) χ2 = 0.05 0.82

 Years Alcohol clear 10.1 (7.9) 10.2 (8.3) z = 0.09 0.93

Tobacco use

 Tobacco smokers 121 (83%) 37 (82%) χ2 = 0.04 0.85

 Pack years 14.8 (11.3) 16.0 (9.9) z = 0.89 0.37

Cocaine use

 Cocaine Abuse/Dependence 41 (28%) 8 (18%) χ2 = 1.98 0.16

 Years Cocaine clear 15.7 (8.0) 18.3 (7.6) t46 = 0.97 0.34

Cannabis use

 Cannabis Abuse/Dependence 113 (78%) 32 (71%) χ2 = 0.88 0.35

 Age of first use 14.2 (2.6) 14.7 (4.7) z = -0.77 0.44

 Years of Cannabis use 12.2 (9.0) 15.1 (9.9) z = 1.55 0.12

 Years Cannabis clear 9.7 (9.6) 6.5 (8.5) z = -2.04 0.04

Note: continuous variables are summarized as mean (SD) and categorical ones as frequency (percent). Group differences were assessed using Chi-

squared (χ2) tests for categorical variables, two-sample t-test the continuous variables whose distribution was normal, and Wilcoxon two-sample
(z) tests for the continuous variables who violated the assumption of normality.

1
Frequency missing = 3 in MAP+ sample

2
Frequency missing = 3 in MAP+ sample and 2 in the MAP- sample

3
Frequency missing = 2 in MAP+ sample and 2 in the MAP- sample
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Table 2
Results of the unadjusted proportional odds models examining the association between
demographic and clinical characteristics of the 145 MAP+ methamphetamine abusers
with the frequency of psychotic episodes

OR (95% CI) p-value

Demographic Characteristics

Age (years) 1.02 (0.98 – 1.06) 0.28

Female Gender 0.93 (0.52 – 1.66) 0.81

Education (years) 0.99 (0.86 – 1.15) 0.94

Parental Education (years)1 0.93 (0.83 – 1.05) 0.24

NART 0.99 (0.94 – 1.05) 0.82

Family History of Psychiatric Disorder2 1.16 (0.62 – 2.17) 0.64

Clinical Characteristics

WURS score1 1.04 (1.02 – 1.05) < 0.0001

Methamphetamine use

 Age of first use 1.01 (0.96 – 1.05) 0.84

 Years of use 1.02 (0.98 – 1.06) 0.40

 Mean Dose (g) 1.61 (1.17 – 2.20) 0.003

 Months Abstinent 1.00 (0.99 – 1.01) 0.61

Alcohol Abuse/Dependence 1.01 (0.57 – 1.80) 0.98

Tobacco use 2.00 (0.92 – 4.39) 0.08

Cocaine Abuse/Dependence 0.94 (0.49 – 1.78) 0.84

Cannabis Abuse/Dependence 2.00 (0.99 – 4.04) 0.06

Note: unadjusted models with frequency of psychosis as a dependent variable were fit for each of the demographic and clinical characteristics

1
Frequency missing = 3

2
Frequency missing = 2
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Table 3
Frequency of Psychosis measured on a Likert Scale, mean Wender Utah score and mean
daily methamphetamine (MA) dose across the range of frequency of psychosis

Frequency of Psychosis in Likert Units n Wender-Utah (WURS) Mean daily MA dose

1 23 50.9 0.88

2 27 58.5 1.16

3 38 61.9 1.43

4 33 73.9 1.40

5 24 78.5 1.64
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